
&EHBRAL ElVSOM & GEOLOGICAL REPORT. 

Tarryall Mining District. 

Park County, Colo. 

(Report compiled and ritlen by I. B. Look, E. M.) 
The following chapters have been devoted to a more or less extentto the 

consideration of the geological structure and conditions, past and present, 
to the above named mining region. This report as a whole represents many 
heretofore probable unknown facts of sufficient Interest to the average pub
lic interested in the metal mining industry. thorough knowledge of the 
geological structure of any mining district Is an essential basis for the 
study of its ore depositions. The writer of this report has aimed to in
clude practically all past and present history, insofar as possible, of the 
Leadville, Alma and Tarryall raining regions as a whole, comprising one of the 
richest placer and lode mine fields in the state of Colorado, and, especially 
in respect to the Tarryall placer mining fields, famous for its production 
of coarse placer gold and gold nuggets. Up to more recent period of time 
no effort had been made to trace up the source from which all this immense 
placer gold wealth originated in the ore bearing hills Just above said placer 
fields. Practically all lode mining operations heretofore were confined to 
mining high grade value gold bearing ore streaks of unusual high values, 
associated with sulphide iron and occurring in Monzonite porphery dykes. 

The greatest part of this placer'gold production operations at that former 
period of time was restricted to a point where three upper branches of Tarry-
all Creek converge to a central point at outlet into South Park below. This 
extensive placer field has hem worked over again and again by primitive and 
more efficient, up-to-date'here up to date. Considerable coarse gold and 
smaller gold nuggets were recovered here in past years and there evidently 
remains fully as' much still Intact. At the present time a dredge boat and 
dragline shovel equipment combination has been working over groui i in the 
nark proper, Just below said converging Junction of upper branches of said 
Tarryall Creek. It is reliably reported that they have recovered something 
over' a half million dollnrd in placer gold values here and they still have 
twenty miles of possible virgin placer territory still ahead of them. 

The evident fact that this placer gold is of a finer texture here than at 
converging point of said gulches above indicates to the writer the ̂ fcpossi— 
bility of a "aluff-over* temporarily of regular course of as yet undisclosed 
old river bed channel here. The gold is permeated all through gravel ma-^ 
Serial, wilier* probably accounts for present success of dragline shovel equip
ment* whereas if the main placer gold values were restricted to beciroox, 
©revises and pothole conditions said shovel system would not save the main 
values here. A close study of terrain at foot of said upper gulches indi
cated there has been an interruption of regular course of an oed 
channel here in later period of years by the evident alufiIng off ox hill
side a large mountain adjacent to this territory. 
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Investigation by writer Indicated that the coarse gold placer area was 
confined to the central fork of said Tarryall Creek, while both the south 
and north forks of said creek carried only sparse very fine gold here. Wend-
ing my way up this ventral gulch I came across an old German and large fam
ily placer mining at foot of sloping flats and hillsides above. Here they 
wore recovering considerable coarser placer gold and gold nuggets of a value 
up to about % 200.00 each, but at that period of time he would not divulge 
the amount he had taken out in his persistent years of hard labor under prim
itive placer operation conditions. with an extensive placer field below 
and a rich placer field above it seamed stratig© to writer that no effort had 
been made to trace up the connecting link intervening of the said two placer ; 
fields. A close investigation of landscape along banks of an upper tribu
tary of said central fork creek disclosed what would Just appear to the 
aberage placer miner or prospector as Just hillside rock adjoining said creek 
bed, but gave the writer the Justified theory It might reasonably represent 
a rode reef separating new creek bed from as yet buried, undiscovered jMfc 
course of old river bed channel here. 

Decided to drive a tunnel through that alleged rock reef and it required 
125 feet of drilling and blasting through practically all solid rock to 
arrive on opposite side in as expected course of an old river bed channel. 
Several thousand dollars recovery of coarse placer gold and gold nuggets of 
a value up to .55.00 each have been recovered her© by primitive methods to 
date, although only the lower end of this newly acquired placer field has 
been worked over to date, reserving the greater and richer portion of same, 
adjoining the rich placer field above, still intact. There Is an abundance 
of water power here and sufficient drop to terrain for the operation of a 
hydraulic system of placer mining on a larger scale of said operations, m 
addition to this newly acquired placer field of some twenty acres along 
banks of said coarse of old river bed channel that extends for shout a quar
ter of a mil© her© above, the writer h&3 also located an additional 5,000 
feet along possible course of said old river bed channel where it might reas
onably cross tiiis terrain here. Future development work here will deraonaftHi 
strat© that salient fact. 

Topographical and Geological Conditions. 

A thorough research pertaining to topographical as well as geological 
conditions in the upper Tarry all mining region convinces practically all 
geologists of any recognized reputation that in the prehistoric period the 
mountains confined to the Alma end upper Tarryall mining regions ware un
doubtedly directly connected to, and, in acme cases probably, folded over the 
present contour of Mosquito Hange mountains, which to-day separates the rich 
Leadville from the rich Alma mining district and a succeeding mall hogback 
hill in turn separates the said Alma mining camp from that of the upper tarry 
all mining region. During that prehistoric period of time it seems quite 
evident that the Alma and upper Tarryall mining region̂  were combined in one 
and seme mineral territory. 
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Owing to the more restricted area of territory embraced In the Alma and 
upper Tarryall mining regions it is quite evident that while the former much 
higher in elevation mountain peaks had reached considerable more height than 
present contour of same indicates they also necessarily must have covered a 
considerable more area at foot of same than present contour of landscape 
here indicates. Later dynamic disturbances and possible other causes were 
probably responsible for the scaling down of former extreme elevation heights 
and the fonalng of present gulches below. A thorough geological research 
of theoupper Tarryall mining region also demonstrated that the gulches and 
old river bed channels have had several different periods of existence and 
elevations of same here, as the presence of black magnetic iron ore, rounded 
by wear, nuggets of various sizes (generally referred to by placer miners as 
"nigger heads") at said elevations of from 350 to 500,feet above present 
level of gulches below can verify this former geological condition. 

The justified theory of geological conditions in which the Mosquito Hang© 
mountains in the prehistoric period was undoubtedly the main base coverinĝ  
the mln,._ig regions of Leadville, Alma and upper Tarryall as a continuous 
and possibly restricted In area virgin mineral territory has generally been N 

accepted as reasonably correct by geologists of international~ reputation. 
The rook strata and ore formations are practically identical and the exten
sion without any serious interruption of this metalle sulphide gold belt 
from Leadville due north to Alma and upper Tarryall mining regions and up to 
the extreme northwest corner of the latter region, has been demonstrated by 
research survey of geological conditions here to be continuous on correct 
direct surface trend up to said point. 

Prom this extreme northwest point, aforesaid, due north to a point,about 
three miles in radius, up to Boreas Pass there has been soma replacement of 
regular ore bearing atratas herein mentioned by large masses of rod sandstone 
and to a smaller extent by greenish shales, the latter, however, showing an 
immense posket of high silver bearing ore values. But, from Boreas Pass 
due north through Summit county (Breokenridge mining district), thence due 
north to west side of Argentine Pass and over said pass into Clear Creek 
county mining district, practically along same surface trend, there has been 
a gradual resumption of regular ore bearing rock stratas. This highly min
eralized virgin territory has generally been referred to as the Leadville 
metalio sulphide* gold belt, with the record production of all metals of 
about a billion dollars in value to date. 

Shereas the rock strata* formation on the Leadville (south side of flMMpwfr 
Mosquito Hang© mountains) dip at an angle of 25 to 35 degrees from absolute 
blanket formation the dip on the north side of said mountain range, in the 
Alma and upper T arryall mining regions, dip at an angle of 45 degrees. This 
angle of dip continues, with remote exceptions, up to pftint of west side of 
Argentine Pass, while in the Clear Creek county mining district, on opposite 
side of said pass rock strata formations have been tilted up to 65 and 75 
degrees. 
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Rock 3 truoturo Fault System. 

In referring to fault system pertaining to Leadville and Alma mining dis
tricts said fault system Is an open book and now past history information. 
In the Alma mining camp these rock structure faults have been the means 
thereby an immense productlonof unusually high grade value ore has been pro
duced here, with a production record as high as a half million dollars per 
month for a specified period of time, with considerable tonnage of mill grade 
value alao included. Practically all these mines are now back in production 
again since ban on gold production of warfare period. Due to immense ex
panse of overburden covering rock structure in the upper Tarryall mining 
region very little evidence has been produced to date regarding the fault spi 
system fcere. itiether the some geological conditions referring to said fault 
system are present in the upper Tarryall mining district remains for future 
development work to eventually disclose. 

Almaf Placer Mine Field. $/v 
... ... 

One of the main and richer placer raining fields inthe Alma mining region 
is located and has its inceptioiKabove timber line on said small hogback hill 
that separates the Alma mining camp from that of the upper Tarryall mining 
fields and this hill is gighly mineralized also. In former days copsiderahii 
able coarse placer gold and gold nuggets were recovered at this high#eleva
tion placer field. Beaver Creek, on which this placer field is located has 
its inception point here and continues on down some eight miles to point 
where it empties into the South Park below. For the past number of £ea»s 
a dredge boat has been working over placer gravel material at and near en
trance to gulch here and reliably reported to be recovering sufficient gold 
values per 24 hour shift to net over $200.00 profit dally. The gold content 
here Is finer than that above, nearer possible source of same, but said gold 
will become coarser and more prolific as they proceed further up the gulch. 
Being directly contigeoua to the upper Tarryall raining region it necessarily 
must have its original source in the ore bearing hills here. This break in 
unusual high er elevation mountain* indicate that the ore bearing rock strata 
continue# directly from the Alma mining camp into the upper Tarrya_l area. 

Is 
Erosion of Mountain Terraih. 

In the erosion of mountain terrain above in the upper Tarryall mining dis
trict it was natural that a fcreat part of the upper ore zone of this immense 
or© system was torn loose from its original base of the large ore bodies 
since brought to stage of discovery. that this ore was to a more or less 
extent composed of tlx© then upper stratsof oxidised free milling gold bearing 
cuarcz to a great extent is evidenced by the absence of any great amount of 
raetalio sulphides found in the placer fields below. A number of oxidized^ 
quartz caps overlying magnetic iron character of or© have since been mined 
and milled for grae milling gold values during the later period of mining 
ni story of upper T arryall mining district. 
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Large Ore Bodies Opened Up to Discovery. 

Socio of those mora recently discovered largo ore bodies occur in por-
phory dykes, while others occur in lime-shale, dolomite lime, blue Leadvlll© 
lime and schist dykes. Said ore bodies are about evenly divided by contact 
and well defined true fissure veins. Contact veins vary fro® sin to sixteen 
feet wide, while said fissure veins vary from three to twenty-five feet wide, 
with the larger widths predominating to a great extent. As a general rule 
here the porphery dykes are permeated to a more or less extent by numerous 
gash veins With unusual high gold values associated with sulphide iron. 

Practically all ore at or nearer surface ha3 invariably been subjected to 
surface weathering influences, which practically leached out all mineral 
content from oxidized quartz body and bereft of all gold values as a result, 
except possibly a trace to ton of material. At slightly greater depth there 
is a gradual resumption of replacement of mineral oftntent and as a result 
gold values increased to over "£5.00 to ton. Further depth should show still 
greater mineral content and increased gold values as a result also. It is 
reasonable to assume that the metalic sulphide portion of ore bodies in a 
great many cases represent the B paystreak" occurring on one or other rock 
wall of said ore bodies, while the greater part of said ore bodies will be 
composed of a quartz body impregnated to a more or less extent by mineral 
content and associated mill grade gold values, in acne cases the sustaining 
feature of the raining proposition as a whole. In some cases also this will 
be supplemented by by-products of copper, lead or zinc. 

Former Volcanic Basin. 

Geological conditions here point stringly to the fact that the upper 
Tarryall mining region shows indications of being formerly a volcanic basin 
practically landlocked by high mountains, with the exception of lower end 
outlet into the South Park and on the south end by aforesaid much lower ele
vation hogback hill that separates the rich Alma mining camp from the upper 
Tarryall mining region. The terrain here is composed of sloping flats ex-
rending out from high hogback hills that jut out from the main Oon inental 
Divide Range mountains. By referring to illustrated sketch of ore vein 
svstem that have already been opened up to discovery it will readily be 
comprehended that this restricted area is highly mineralized. It took a 
number of years of persistent effort to bring a great part of this buried 
mineralization to eventual discovery, for the most part nearer surface and a 
XI*.of IHOP6 tO dOBlOXl3t*ll6 OOXltIflUiOf S8.fiCl XftPgJ® 01*6 uOul̂ S 
over a reasonable radius of surface trend and not just localized ore pocxets. 
It la also reasonable to assume that not all or© bodies hidden under that 
immense expanse of overburden have as yet been opened up to eventual dis
covery above the surface. 

enrichment of Value3 at junction Points. 

Actual established precedents here, as well as all along said metal̂ c 
sulphide,gold belt, of favorable geological conditions whereby enrichment of 
values and greater volume of ore may be expected at Junction points of ŝ id 
large ore bodies, at least in the majority of cases. In this 
aeries of large ore bodies there are quite a number of such junction points 
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Hock .Structure Fault System. 

Supplementing the Information «t In regard to rock structure fault system 
we might state that while the horizon of no two raining districts have as 
yet been proven to he absolutely identical, there can be no question as to 
the similarity of the ore bodies or rook stratas, taken as a whole, in the 
Leadville, Alma and upper Tarryall mining regions. That there has been a 
greater faulting of rock stratas In the Leadville and Alma mining districts 
than in the upper Tarryall mining region cannot as yet be definitely estab
lished as correct, due, as aforesaid, to the inability at present to observe 
geological conditions under said immense expanse of overburden hero. Du* 
mainly to later dynamic disturbances it is rarely possible under such cir
cumstances to consistently define every rock formation as being continuous 
in a straight line trend without more or less breaks or slips in said rock 
strata. 

Adverse Prospecting Conditions. n 

The ^ pper Tarryall mining region offers one of the raosjt adverse prospect
ing conditions possible. The entire expanse of virgin rafneral territory 
here oA sloping flats and hillsides represent for the moat part on the sur
face a fine pasture of bunch grass, in some respects .mrailar to the rich 
Cripple Creek mining district, with here and there ahfubbery or rook-slides. 
Vflth only remote exceptions, there are no ore outcrops visible above the 
surface here. The average prospector, with little, if any, geological know
ledge, usually gave this mining region just a casual observation and oonsid-
area it as too complicate a proclou f^r tha» to aoAvw. Under those ad
verse circumstances it was natural for them to move on to other mineralized 
regions, where,in some cases, formerly, they found the gold peeping up at 
them from creek beds and or© outcrop plainly visible above the surface. 
Those most favorable prospecting e nditions to-day have become the exception 
to the case and this accounts in a large measure to the present dwindling 
of prospector ranks in this later period of mining history. It should be 
remembered here that very few prospectors ware interested in anything but 
high grade ore regardless of how much there was of it just so they got a 
quivk turn-over in compensation for their intense search and hardships. 

P >r r. 

In the upper T arryall mining region it Vecame Imperative to make a close 
study of various creek beds and banks of same for indications of oxide com
pound (usually iron rust staking surface material in spots along course of 
said streams). A number of these deposits were disoloded to view here and 
sinking holes ten to fifteen feet through that overburden brought to discov
ery stag© a number of large ore bodies in place and in other cases just piair 
bedrock. for the balance of prospecting her® the more strenuous method of 
olatting out imaginary squares along hillsides had to be resorted to and 
here in each such square the material just below grass roots was panned for 
gold colors. «here gold showed up in gold pan a hole was sunk through that 
overburden to either or® in place or just plain bedrock, as the case happen
ed to be. -jventfcally all this limit of patience and persevsrence was re
warded by the bringing to discovery nearer surface of a combined immense 
series of large ore bodies, for the most part situated in repetition forma
tion and segregated to an area that allows a mi$inum of barren rook space 
intervening same. 
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5 Prospecting For Float Ore. 

OrlginalljVthe writer of this report crisscrossed the entire terrsain of 
sloping flat* and hillsidesin quest for traces of float or© on the surface. 
Quite a number of samples of same were found along hillsides showing affects 
of surface weathering mam influences, practically bereft of all mineral con
cent and tely a trace of gold to ton of material still remaining in oxidised 
quartz body, which was left In a honeycomb condition. However,' in the 
gulches below, among boulders and in seme oases banks of creek beds, we had 
better success, in which we found several samples of oxidized Iron with 
associated free gold values up to #740.00 to ton, several samples of badly 
bleached white quartz showing impregnated shot gold values up to about 
175.00 bo ton, several samples of oxidized quarts, with more or less mineral 
still intact, showing free milling gold values up to over 3200.00 to ton 
and an unusual large flat sample of smoky quarts was found in slide rock 
just below an Immense fault system that sluffed off practically entire east 
end of on© of said ore bearing hills here. This sample showed the unusually-
high impregnated wire gold values ug* to #15,285.00 to ton. But all tnese 
higher gold values are still hidden under that overburden, in JIHIMIT original 
base, subject to eventual possible discovery in place at greater depth J* 
when main largo transportation and drainage tunnel reaches this area of 
virgin mineral territory. in the* placer fields below it was not unusual 
to encounter wire gold or smaller gold nuggets still adhering to small sam
ples of white jpatxlx and smoky quartz. 

As aforesaid, subsequently considerable additional holes i *e sunk thru 
that overburden to demonstrate the continuity of said ore bodies, in some 
cases as many as a half dozen distant holes along surface trend of a single 
unusually large ore body. The surface trend of some/these large ore bodies 
in the case of contact veins reach radius of over two miles and better than 
a mile (insofar as known) in case of large fissure veins, where it was pos
sible to trace up surface trend of same above said overburden. srtioal 
depth on said ore bodies has bean demonstrated by Twinr said large tunnel. 
Tvery ore vein opened up to discovery nearer surface has also been encounter
ed in said tunnel at vertical depths of 350 to 900 feet from surface above, 
insofar as present face of tunnel has progressed to date. _ 3o, that it reas
onable to conceive that when the main ord zone is reached by face of said 
tunnel ahead these larger ore bodies will be found to extend well below 
tunnel level, in some cases as high as 1700 feet from surface above. 
farther the tunnel is extended the deeper the depth above surface terrain 
here. Present planned destlnat3on of tunnel is some 1500,feet from base 
of said major fault system mentioned herein, but there is evidence of depo
sition of a number of large ore bodies intervening her©. 

We are not taking into consideration unknown factors here, which can be 
left -'to future possible expansion In operations. However, we believe this 
extended fiMd of virgin mineral territory offers favorable possibilities 
for said future exploration. While there are numerous high grade gold 
bearing streaks occurring in porphery dykes throughout this mining district, 
we have been Interested mainly in creating an immense ore reserve ox m—l 
grade ore/of sufficient commerce3.al values. 

Demonstrated Continuity of Or© Bodies. 
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Hock Strata Formations. sr# 
• . . ' , 

Maroon Formation 
OoeocBQ gray and red sandstone, associated conglomerates 
and limestones. 

Carboniferous hb* 
• — Pennsylvanian. 
iVeber Formations 

— -Coarse gray sandstone and Weber grits, carboniferous shales 
rod dolomite limestone. 

Missis sipplan*** 
—«««, Blue Leadville limestone. 

Gambrian-:HHHi-i"H?v'-ft 
-—— Quartzite, whit© thin bedded, grading upwards into calcar

eous, argillaceous greenish shales and conglomerates, dark 
gray lime-shales (magnetic iron ore rock strata gangue mat
ter. 

Frecambrion***** 
——— Archian gneiss, granites and schists. 

The location of coarse white and red* sandstone rock formations are prac
tically restricted to lower portion of Tarryali mining district. 

Igneous Rook Formations. 

The igneous rocks of the-, upper Tarry all mining region are a part of the 
same petrographies province that the same rock stratas of neighboring areas 
belong to.*" For instance we might cite the similarity of these light and 
dark gray porpheries in the Leadville, Alma and upper Tarryali mining disi 
tricts, technically classified as Monzonifce, Quart z-Konzonite and Lincoln 
porpheries, and also include those of the Breokenridge mining district, 
nearer to this ore bearing base. They are all closely related and eorre# 
spond to certain parts of a continuous series in the Leadville, Alma and 
upper Tarryali mining regions. 

Referring to the upper Tarryali mining field we find these porphery dykes 
have an unusual wide expanse, indicating that they are located at or very 
near the main former volcanic action point and it Is possible that they may 
have come up directly from below. That there may be more narrow sheets of 
porphery in the entire Tarryali mining district as a whole cannot as yet 
definitely stated as correct, as there is an immense undeveloped, unexplored 
area above the known to exist porphery dykes extending up to the foot of 
the Continental Li vide Range mountains on the west end and moraine flats 
expanse of territory in the lower east end of the Tarryali region that in
variably precludes any below surface examination pf a definite nature, 
through the absence of any visible outcrop of rock structure above the sur
face. 

Sedimentary Hock Structure. 
m m m  r n m m m m - m m m *»*»**«* «*«# «*<•*> 

Extending In a due north and south direction (about 25 degrees differ
ential west of north and as much east of 3outh) from Leadville, Alma and 
upper Tarryali mining region, without any serious break in continuous trend, 
and to some extent to the Breokenridge mining district, to the immediate 
north of here, those sedimentary rock formations are characterized by giant 
porphery intrusions between the main ore bearing sedimentary roc»c stratus. 



South Park# 

South Park Is an elevated area of park land entirely surrounded by motm-
taina and contains about 1500 square miles of territory, and la located at 
the headwaters of the South Platte River. This area of territory evidently 
formerly was a large inland body of water c.f considerable depth, ©lis geo-' 
logical condition# of the South P ark has been demonstrated to have former
ly existed by tho discovery of evidence of former marine life at a reported 
depth of 1450 feet from surface above. The King coal mine was operated on a 
cornier oial basis for a number of years and a 75 degree vertical shaft 
was sunk directly on the coal vein through a sedimentary rook formation to 
the aforesaid depth of said coal vein, where it is reliably reported that a 
granite rook strata was encountered and the end of depth of acid coal vein. 
All the rock formations above this granite floor are sedimentary in character 
without any general trend in any particular direction. This sedimentary 
rook debris, to a great extent, at least, washed down from the formerly 
higher elevation mountains in the Alma, and upper Tarryall mining regions, 
gradually replacing the water, which eventually all drained out and left the 
"South Park in its present contour of landscape condition. 

Erosion of Higher Mountain Peaks. 

That a great thickness of igaedua and sedimentary rockbods ha3 been re
moved by erosion from these formerly higiher mountain peaks can be observed 
by the topographical features as presented to-day of the ru&gaft northwest 
aide scarp of SllVer Heels mountain peak, which even to-day rises to a height 
of slightly 1©33 than 14,000 feet above sea level and is located in the 
upper T arryall raining region. Here the visible igneous and sedimentary 
rookbeds, which are a part of this immense mountain mass, have tipped to the 
east at an average angle of 45 degrees and probably represent the lower 
part of a huge fold that in the prehistoric period arched over the Mosquito 
Range mountains. Assuming this thiory to be correct, it is probable that a 
possible thickness of ro»k strata to considerable more than a mile in height 
has been removed from this particular mountain mass, among others, and event
ually replaced in the South Park Ideation below. 

/ »Jv 
Former South Park Placer Mining. 

Tarryall Creek is the main stream in the north side pert of South Dark 
and is Joined here by two large tributaries here below, known as Michigan 
and Jefferson Greeks. The outlet of said Tarryall Greek from South Park is 
about 15 miles north and east of the former railway division station of Goto, 
Colo. Above this outlet point and for son© distance west of hereplacer min
ing operations have been carried on to a more or leas extent, with former 
primitive method of hand sluicing and later by experimental placer machinery 
of a complicated character making a failure of trying to recover this fine 
•old in sufficient quantities to mors than offset coat of recovering same. 
This placer gold here shows a fine texture varrying from sugar grain size to 
flour" gold arid at the present time aforesaid dredge boat-dragline equipment 
seems to have better success In saving these fine gold values than parties 
heretofore, but it is an open question whether they will be any more success-
ful in the lower end of said South Park than others have heretofore been. 
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* Reeogftiaed Geologists# 

a. J"the direct suraaitg up o£ merits and possibilities of this raining propo-
? writer ô . this report naturally took into consideration the fav-

oracle geological conditions here, favorable for che probable deposition of 
yotii nigh (grade values and possible immense reserves of mill grade value ore# 
oOiaetidng that could possibly assure conaaercial production operations over a 
long period of years, natural facilities being present here for the handling 
OA unusual lov, will ,p?ade Villus ore at a reasonable profit. 1 had former!*-
prospected a great part of the western mining fields for Indications of this 

mmmmmmfavorable combination, but failed to find anything to 
measure up to those requirements. i am probably indebted to a friend min
ing engineer for information Gnat finally resulted in ray trio of investiga
tion of the said upper Tarryall mining district and after mature oonaidera-
yion decided to give this raining region a thorough inspection , regardless 
of time expended in same or adverse prospecting conditions nere. Sa»h fol
lowing favorable incident gave me the incentive to continue my development 
work ol Initial character here, with the sincere belief that underlying 
that Immense expense of overburden would be found the commercial mill grade 
values associated with ore reserves that could assure consistent operations 
over a long period of years—a raining proposition that could reasonably pan 
out into a going business enterprise of a magnified character and with"plenty 
of virgin mineral territory to justify any fuMre increase .In expansion of ' 
production operations# 

That this confidence in the ultimate success of this mining venture is 
justified beyonfi mere enthusiasm is concurred in by geologists with an Inter
national reputation, who have visited this raining region more than once# 
One of these geologists was vary outspoken in his approval of favorable geo
logical conditions in the upper Tarryall raining region and also offered the 
opinion of the similarity of geological conditions in the Leadviile and Alma 
raining cerapa with that of the upper T arryall mining district. He also 
made the remark "that scan© day someone with the necessary guts and finances 
would open up to production here one of the largest and possibly richest 
mining propositions in the entire country#" That both high grade values 
and immense reserves of mill grade values would be encountered here# That 
it evidently was no poor man's jyminlng venture, but one with sufficient 
capital to completely develop same to point of ultimate consistent produc
tion basis# 

A number of mining engineers have vidited this mining region and I have 
yet to hear an adverse opinion regarding the future possibilities here# All 
gave me credit for sticking to this mining proposition to the point of pos
sible successful production operations, regardless of said adverse pros
pecting conditions here# It should be remembered here that the writer of 
this report is in no sense trying to infer that this mining proposition is 
free from any and all speculative features, but sincerely believe we have 
©limited the greater part of same to date# Our main aim has been to event
ually open up to discovery and possible commercial production an Immense 
ore reserve of mill grade gold values, but there Is more than a superficial 
evidence that this will be supplemented by more or less higher grade values 
also# 




